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Incoherent inelastic scattering of tunneling electrons in an N - 1- N system by local and nonlocal 
oscillations is taken into account. It is shown that the singularities of the tunnel current second 
derivative make it possible to determine the local and quasilocal oscillation spectrum and yield 
information on the impurity charge. 

OF all the methods of investigation which allow us to 
obtain data on the object studied, the most detailed in
formation is given by the tunnel effect (see, for exam
ple, the review[lJ). Combining theory and experiment 
on tunneling, Schrieffer, Scalapino and Wilkins[2J inves
tigated the structure of the density of states of super
conductors with strong electron-phonon interaction. In 
contrast to the OC S theory, the Green's function of the 
phonons enters into the initial equations for the charac
teristic energy part :G 2(w) of anomalous superconduc
tors, which describes the Cooper pairing. This circum
stance permitted the authors of[2J to obtain, from 
:G2(W) dependence obtained experimentally from the 
tunnel effect, information on the function g(w) charac
terizing the energy of the lattice oscillation density. 
Recently, Helmut and Schmid l3J discussed the possibil
ity of determining the phonon state density from the volt
ampere characteristic of a tunnel junction of two normal 
metals. It follows from the calculation of the authors [3J 
that weak current bursts will appear on the tunnel char
acteristics, due to account of the momentum dependence 
of the tunnel matrix element. The current I, as is 
known, is expressed in terms of the electron Green's 
function and is thus connected with the electron mass 
operator. Therefore, the appearance of bursts is due 
to the Singularities in the phonon densities of states. 

For a junction one of whose electrodes is in the 
super conducting state, calculation of the tunnel current 
of the "dressed" electrons was carried out by Duke 
and Kleiman,l4J who used the method of the tunnel 
Hamiltonian in the calculation of I(V). Generalization of 
the model approach with the tunnel Hamiltonian, which 
allows us to take into account the interaction of the 
tunneling electrons with phonons and impurities in the 
region of the barrier, was suggested in the work of B 
Bennet, Duke and SHverstein.[5J In that paper, the au
thors found the eontributions to the tunnel current as
sociated with elastic scattering on impurities of tunnel
ing electrons and the inelastic scattering with excitation 
of a single phonon in the lattice of an ideal crystal. 
However, the role of the impurity is not reduced solely 
to the excitation of oscillations in the unperturbed lat
tice. The presence of the impurity atoms leads to the 
appearance of oscillations that differ essentially from 
the oscillations of the ideal lattice. Here the electrons 
undergo Significant inelastic scattering not only from 
the impurity atom itself, but also from an appreciable 
number of atoms around it, the oscillations of which are 
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perturbed. The latter leads to a radical change in the 
inelastic contribution to the tunnel current. It is inter
esting to note that the characteristic energy effects and 
effects associated with the inelastic scattering of tunnel
ing electrons can be separated experimentally by a study 
of the odd and even parts of the differential conductivity 
of the contact (see, for example,[ 6 J). In this connection, 
as will be shown below, tunneling in normal metals can 
be used as an effective tool of investigation of local and 
quasilocal oscillations of the impurity atoms. 

In the present research, we took into account incoher
ent inelastic scattering of the tunneling electrons by 
local and quasilocal oscillations. We have made use 
here of the theory of the electrical conductivity of me
tals with impurities, developed by Kagan and Zhernov. [7J 
The assumptions made by these authors remain in force. 
To be precise, we shall assume the lattice of the crystal 
forming the junction to be monatomic and cubic, neglect 
the change in the electron spectrum, which can arise in 
the introduction of impurity atoms, use the model of a 
"rigid ion" for the electron- ion interaction, and limit 
ourselves to the Born approximation in the consideration 
of electron scattering. 

We write the Hamiltonian of interaction of electrons 
with ions in the form 

(1) 
',n 

Here the summation is carried out over all possible 
configurations of electrons and ions, Ru = ~ + Un is the 
radius vector of the n-th ion, un the displacement of the 
n-th ion from the equilibrium position ~, and ri the co
ordinates of the electrons. 

Separating from this sum that part of the operator 
which is responsible for the interaction of electrons with 
quantum oscillations of the lattice, we write this part of 
the Hamiltonian in the following fashion: 

H = i E (gun)rn (g) J dr p (r)exp[ig(r - RnO) 1, (2) 
n,. 

where rn(g) is the Fourier component of the potential 
Un(r) of electron-ion interaction and p(r) is the electron 
gas density operator. 

The electron density operator p(r) can be written in 
the form of a sum P = Pl,l + P2,2 + Pl, 2, where Pl,l and 
P2,2 represent the electron density operators in the first 
and second metals, expressed in the second-quantization 
representation in terms of the creation and annihilation 
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operators of the particles QI' QI and W (3, respectively in 
right and left metals, and Pl,2 is the cross term, con
taining the operator products QI+(3 and (3+QI. The opera
tors QI and (3 are introduced by expansion of the electron 
field operator, -V a(r) in the complete set of functions 
{f~}: 

'l'a(r) = .Lt [f.+(r)u.a + /.-(r) B.a]. 
~ 

The separation of the Hamiltonian of the tunnel junc
tion into the Hamiltonian of the left and right electrons 
in the one-dimensional interaction Hamiltonian is 
achieved in [8J by means of the functions {f±} . 0 

Separating from the relation (2) the ter~s leading to 
tunneling, we get the correction T to the one-particle 
tunnel Hamiltonian: 

where 

T=iL,T.«(k)(kUn)exP(-ikRn')u.+ .+ h.c. (3) 
Po' 
"on 

The tunnel Hamiltonian (3) describes processes of in
elastic tunneling of the electrons. 

Using the relation (3), we get the following expres
sion for the inelastic contribution I to the tunnel cur
rent: 

1= 2e Re .Lt T.g (k) T;:.,(k') exp[ - i(kR,,' 

- k'Rn.')] S di' exp[ieV(t' - t) ]<[ (k'u n , (t')) 

x(3.,+ (t') up' (t') I (ku" (t» u. + (t) ~.(t) L>. 
( 5) 

QI(t) , (3(t), and un(t) in (5) are the operators QI, (3 and un 
in the interaction representation; the angle brackets 
denote averaging over the equilibrium ensemble, e is 
the electron charge, and V the potential at the junction. 

After carrying out the commutation operation and 
standard transformations, the formula for the current 
(5) can be expressed in terms of the displacement cor
relator 

1= 2e Re .Lt T.~(k)T"'(k')exp[ - i(kRn' 

~ 

- k'Rn.')] S d-rexp[i(E. - E. - eV)1;] [(1- n.) n.· , 
X< (k'un,(,;» (kun (0»)- (1- n.) n.«kun (0» (k'un, (t» > J. (6) 

Here np and ng are the occupation numbers of the elec

trons. 
For typical experiments, the thickness of the isolat

ing layer between the electrodes is d ~ 10"13_10-7 cmo 
In this connection, consideration of two limiting regions 
is possible. 

a) The long-wave region. This region corresponds to 
the case in which the wavelength of the phonon A »d. 

b) The short-wave region, corresponding to the in
verse inequality A «d. 

One cannot assume for long-wave phonons that the 
barrier represents an obstacle with low transparency 
as is the case of electrons. To the contrary, the trans
parency of the barrier for such long waves will be of the 
order of unity and therefore the system of long-wave 
phonons at the junction must be considered as a single 

system, without separating it into left and right parts. 
In this limit, we can make the transformation in the re
lation for the current (6) to the continuum approxima
tion, replacing the summation over nand n' by integra
tion over the entire region of the junction. Carrying out 
this operation, and also solving the equation of motion 
for the lattice displacement vector P, we can show that 
changes in the volt-ampere characteristics of the tunnel 
junction will result from the emission (absorption) of 
quanta of lattice vibrations of the electrodes, and the 
properties of the dielectric layer will not have any effect 
on the character of the electron tunneling. 

In the other limiting case (A « d), only those phonons 
which are excited in the dielectric or in the immediate 
neighborhood of the electrodes directly in contact with 
insulating layer will take part in the inelastic process. 
We shall be interested below in the local and quasilocal 
oscillations, which pertain as a rule to just this limiting 
case. 

We shall assume the concentration of impurity atoms 
to be small. Then, averaging the expression for the 
current (6) in the usual fashion [7J over all possible con
figurations of the impurities, we get the following cur
rent increment due to inelastic scattering by the regions 
of the perturbations: 

I, =4ne'N'(O) 1: It(k) 1'(kYk;)' 
",j 

xS~ dwF(w-eV) ECW'y(W) I" (7) 
_~ [w' (1 - ecL1' (w» - Wk;']' + [ECW'y (w) ]' 

z -z ' ~ () ( 
I, = 4e'N'(O)c (~) .Lt IT(k) 1'(kYk;)' S dw y W FE; - eV) , (8) 

k,i 

z -z 
1, = 8e'N'(O)C~.Lt IT(k) 1'(kYk;)' 

k,j 

SOO [Y(W) ] 
X dwF(w-eV) P, ,+nL1(w)6(W'-Wk;') ' 

_00 (O -Wkj 

I,=4ne'N'(O).Lt IT(k)l(kvk;)'S dwF(w-eV)Il(w'-wk;')signw. (9) 

Here N(O) is the denSity of states on the Fermi surface, 
IT(k)12 the matrix element I Tpg(k)12 averaged over all 
the vectors p and g on the Fermi surface. The symbols 
Wkj and Vkj denote the eigenfrequency and polarization 
vector an ideal lattice, corresponding to the wave vector 
k and branch number j, P is the symbol of the principal 
value; the functions 

where 

nEw'g (w') . 
y(w) = sign w, 

R(w) 

A() H()"' l-Ew'J(w) 
L> w =" w sign w = 

R(w) 
signw, 

R(w) = [1- EW'J(W)]' +(nEw'g(w') ]', 

J(w) =P OOs dzg(z) , 
o w2 -z 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

g(W2) are the distribution functions of the squares of the 
frequencies of the phonon spectrum of the host crystal, 
Zo and Zl are the change on the ion of the host crystal 
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and the change of the impurity ion in the given junction; 
the functions 

N m 

F(w-eV)= MN'(O)e~ S dTCOS(Ep-E.-eV)T (13) 
P,,!! 0 

where M is the mass of the atom of the ideal lattice, 
N the number of ions in the crystal and v w the phonon 
occupation number, E = (M - M1)/M (Ml is the mass of 
the impurity atom). 

In the limit when the impurity concentration c tends 
to zero, we shall have only the tunnel- current increment 
due to inelastic scattering of the tunneling electrons by 
the lattice of the unperturbed crystal. For a concentra
tion of impurity atoms different from zero, additional 
contributions appear in the volt-ampere characteristic; 
the contribution II due to scattering on the deformed lat
tice spectrum, the current 12 due to inelastic scattering 
directly on the impurity atoms, and the additional tunnel 
current Is due to interference scattering. 

Relations (7)- (9) contain quantities that require 
cumbersome calculations. In order to avoid this, we 
express the currents II, 12, Ia in terms of simpler quan
tities that are observed experimentally. For this pur
pose, we note that as T - 0° K the second derivative of 
the function F(u) - eV) with respect to the potential is 
proportional to a delta function. Using this property of 
the function F( u) - e V), we introduce the function 
G(eV, 0), which is determined by the following formula: 

G(eV 0) = ne'N'(O)N \"1\T(k) \'(kvt ;)'Il«eV)'- w,;,)sign V. (14) 
, 2M (2n)' l..J 

k,j 

The function G(eV, 0) corresponds to the value of the 
second derivative with respect to the potential of the 
contribution to the tunnel current due to inelastic scat
tering on the lattice of the base crystal at absolute zero 
temperature. An analytis: expression for the function 
G(eV, 0) was obtained in L5] under the assumption that 
the electrons interact with the longitudinal acoustic 
phonons in the Debye model as a result of the deforma
tion potential. In the general case, the function G(eV, 0) 
can be obtained by extrapolating the experimental curve 
of the second derivative of G(eV, T) to T = 0° K. We note 
that for T « Wo (wo are the characteristic frequencies 
in the density of states of the phonon spectrum) G(eV, t) 
is practically independent of the temperature, Le., it 
coincides with the relation (14). 

With the help of the expression (14) we get for the 
second derivatives of the relations (7)- (9) with respect 
to the potential, the equations (in the approximation 
linear in c): 

d'!, c OOs d 
G, =-. -= --E dww'y(w)F,(w- eV)-A(w), 

dV' n _00 dw' 
(15) 

G,= d'!:= ...!:.....(~Z'-Zo)' Sm dOl y(~) F,(ro-eV} fdQQG(Q,O), 
dV nE Zo _cO W _00 

(16) 
d'l, 2c Z, -- ZO S~ ( ) G,=-=--- dw[y(w)A(Ol)+nl'l(ro)G(w;O)]F, ro-eV, 
dV' n £0 _00 (17) 

where 

F,(y) = ~e'Y[~y + 2 +e"(~y- 2)]1 (e"-1)3, ~ = 11T, 

A(ro)=P t~:~(~;O) . (18) 

The interaction of electrons with lattice vibrations is 
accompanied by the annihilation or creation of a phonon 
with energy w. At high temperatures, when the inequal
ity (3w « 1 is satisfied, the inelasticity can be neglected. 
Here the second derivatives of the corrections to the 
current vaniSh, i.e., the singularities of the 1-V charac
teristics of the tunnel junction are smoothed out at high 
temperatures. At low temperatures, the inelasticity of 
the scattering will appear strongly on the volt-ampere 
characteristics. This is of interest in connection with 
the possibility of the study of phonon spectra and the ob
servation of local and quasilocal levels. 

Let us analyze the obtained relations (15)- (17). The 
integrands of (15)-(17) contain the functions y(w) and 
F 1(w - eV). The first of these has a sharply delineated 
character near the frequency w = wo, determined by the 
equation 

1- Ero'/(ro) = O. (19) 

We write down the approximate formula for (10) near the 
maximum, for which we expand w 2J(w) in powers of 
(w - WO)2 (w > 0): 

() 1 r. 
y ro = EI\b\ (w-roo)'+fo" (20) 

where 

fo = \nwo'g(w.') I b\, b = [ro,'/(wo) ]'. 

The expression (20) corresponds to a clearly ex
pressed resonance if the quantity r ° is much smaller 
than w D (WD is the Debye energy of the unperturbed 
crystal) 

(21) 

When the condition (21) is satisfied, the frequency Wo 
(wo < wD) is called the frequency of resonant oscillation, 
as is well known. If the function g(W2) in this is equal to 
zero (corresponding to values of w lying outside the per
missible range of frequencies of the host crystal), the 
resonant oscillations are considered as local oscilla
tions. However, in the region of allowed frequenCies, the 
resonance oscillations, in contrast with the exact local 
oscillations, decay into oscillations of the continuous 
spectrum and have a finite width. Such oscillations are 
usually called quasilocal. 

The function F 1(w - eV) has a maximum at the point 
w = eV, which is characterized by a width ~ T. Figure 1 
shows a plot of F 1(y). 

The resonance character of the behavior of the func
tions Fl and y(w) make it possible to find immediately 
the dependence of the derivatives of (15)- (17) with 
respect to the potential in the two limiting cases. 

I{ 5]; 
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1) The degree of diffuseness of the function F1 is 
much less than the width of the diffuseness of the func
tion y(w) (T « ro). 

In this limit, after integration of the expressions 
(15)-(17) with respect to w we obtain the following re
sults: 

c d 
G.(eV) = -- V'ey(eV) --A (eV), 

It dV' 

G (eV) = ~(Z. - Z, )' ,,(eV) ~J dQ QG(Q 0) 
, It Zo e(eV) '_00 " 

(22) 

(23) 

2c Z. - Zo [ 1- (eV)'u(eV)] 2 
G,(eV)=-;-z;--,,(eV) A(eV)+G(eV,O) (eV)'eg(e'V') ,( 4) 

We shall assume that the amplitudes of the scattering 
by the impurity atoms and the unperturbed crystal are 
practically equal (Zl '" Zo). Then the correction to the 
current as a whole is determined by the relation (22). 
The quantity A(w) behaves qualitatively in the same fash
fashion as J(w). In this connection, in the vicinity of a 
quasilocal or local level, dA(w)/dw 2 < 0 and, as seen 
from Eq. (20), a resonant positive (for V > 0) spike will 
appear on the second derivative for eV F>< woo If ro « wo, 
then the form of the spike will be Lorentzian with a cen
ter at e V '" w o. The -amplitude of the spike has the rela
tive intensity Ci 1 ~ C/1T2W~(W~) ~ (wDa/woro)2, where a is 
a quantity of the order of the lattice constant of the crys
tal, ro the mean distance between the impurity ions, 
(li '" Gi(wo)/G(wo). The estimate of Ci1 is carried out for 
the case of quasilocal oscillations (wo < wD)' As is 
seen, values of the order of unity are easily obtained 
experimentally. In the case of local oscillations, the in
tensity of interaction of the tunneling electrons with the 
phonons changes insignificantly; however, G(wo) == 0 and 
in this connection, the whole effect that is different from 
zero in the vicinity of eV F>< Wo will be connected with 
this oscillation. 

We now consider the case in which Zll= Zoo In this 
case, in addition to the term G1, which as a whole is due 
to the deformed phonon spectrum of the crystal with im
purities, a contribution to the current will also be made 
by G2, which arises from the excitation of the impurity 
by the tunneling electron and also by the interference 
term G3 • In order of magnitude, the relative intensity Ci2 

is equal to X2Ci1' where X '" I(Zl- Zo)wD/EU.'ol. It is easy 
to see that X in the real situation can change from zero 
to a value of the order of several units and consequently, 
for certain conditions, the term G2 can significantly ex
ceed G1. However, the shape of the spike that arises in 
G2 does not differ from G1 and, from the experimental 
viewpoint, no more detailed information is contained in 
it in comparison with G1. So far as the interference 
term G3 is concerned, it can considerably change the 
shape of the resulting spike on the second derivative of 
the tunnel current for the case T « r o. The relative in
tensity is of the order of X Ci l' The first term in G3 in -
the vicinity of resonance can be both larger and smaller 
than zero, depending on the sign of the quantity Zl - Zo 
and, like G2, practically does not change the shape of the 
spike. However, the second term has the form of an 
S-shaped curve with center at eV ~ woo The qualitative 
form of the resulting curve in the vicinity of a quasilocal 
oscillation is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. As is seen from 
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these figures, information can be extracted from the 
shape of the resonance spike regarding the sign of the 
charge of the impurity ion in the given matrix in rela
tion to the charge of the ion of the unperturbed matrix. 

2) The other limiting case corresponds to the in
equality ro« T. Now the function y(w) has a more 
sharply expressed maximum. After integration over w, 
we get (wo > 0) 

c d 
G.(eV)= -lbTroo·F.(roo-eV) dro,'A(roo), (25) 

c (Z.-Zo)'F.(roo-ev) Joo 
G,(eV)= IbT -Z-o - e'wo' _00 dQQG(Q,O), (26) 

c Z.-Zo 
G,(eV) = IbT-:z:-F.(w - eV)A(wo). (27) 

As is seen from these relations, there will be a posi
tive resonance spike on the second derivative of the 
tunnel current even in this case. The shape of this spike 
is completely determined by the function Fl' Distortion 
of the symmetry of the spike, which is possible because 
of the interference term for the case in which r 0 » T, 
is now absent; more precisely, it has a smallness of 
the order of r o/T and is omitted in the expression (28). 

We note that the spikes on the second derivative of 
the tunnel current, which are associated with local os
cillations, were recently observed experimentally by 
Schein and Compton. [9J In our opinion, the relatively 
large width of these spikes (6.w/u.'o ~ 0.06) indicates that 
the case in which r 0 « T is achieved. However, if the 
functions F1 are used for estimate of the temperature of 
the experiment, then it is easy to obtain the result that 
T ~ 12°K. An experiment was carried out in[9J at 
T '" 4.20 K and, as the authors observe, the width of the 
spike depends weakly on the temperature. Evidently, 
this is connected with the fact that local heating arises 
in this region of the junction contact, to which pressure 
is applied. The latter is also confirmed by the experi
ments of Voloshin et al. ,[10J in which the population of 
the rotational levels of the HCI molecule injected into 
the tunnel contact was studied. 

In this case, when the tunneling electrons interact 
with the molecules in the vicinity of the tunnel barrier 
in the same fashion was the relations (15)-(17) were 
obtained for the second derivative of the tunnel current 
G, it is easy to obtain the expression 

G=lte'cN'(O) J,2Bnm (fn-frn)F.(En-Em -eV). (28) 
n.m 

Here fn is the population of the energy level with energy 
of the molecule En' Bum is the square of the matrix 
element of interaction, averaged over the Fermi sur
face, 

Bnm = (4~)2 J dDI.J dD,1 Unm(p,D" p,D,) I', 
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where po is the Fermi momentum, n a unit vector, Unm 
the matrix element of the interaction potential of elec
trons with the molecule. 

It was shown in [lOJ that for a decrease in the isolat
ing layer, the population of rotational molecular levels 
HCl for one and the same temperature of the thermostat 
(T = 1.6°K) increased anomalously. The latter corre
lates well with the assumption on the local heating. The 
fact is that for T = 1.6° K, the molecule of HCl should be 
found in the lowest state with j = 0 (j is the rotational 
quantum number) and, as is seen from the formula (29), 
only the contribution of transitions from the ground state 
into the excited enters into the tunnel current. However, 
in an experiment [lOJ on the contacts with sufficiently 
narrow dielectric layers, the intensities of the spikes 
that appear because of transitions with j = 1 and j = 2 
achieve the same order as with j = O. On wide dielec
trics, the heating per unit volume decreases (since the 
total power of the heating f .. Us off appreciably because 
of the exponential lessening of the transparency of the 
barrier) and only spikes associated with the excitations 
of molecules from the ground state are observed. 
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